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Abstract
As far as the economic problems including the financial crisis today is the result of
over-piled and over-repeated anti−human mechanisms of capitalist system, we should cut
off this chain of capital circuit to avoid more tragedy. What is the adequate way, then, to
cut off the chain? That is the question here. This paper, referring the overwhelming mass
consumption by middle citizens in the developed countries, proposes the Strategy for the
Comprehensive Consumption Reduction among the developed countries, and discusses
some important conditions if the strategy is really practiced. Besides, discussing this
strategy, we can realize that it has, unexpectedly, distinguished characteristics as a new
type of civil movement, because it will inevitably accompany with the over-all control
movement against financial institutions, i.e. the recent urgent world-wide task, and the
wide-range peace movement, i.e. the ultimate world-wide task of humankind. Moreover,
as this movement will have to be practiced mainly by the wide range people’s movement,
any person can start, join and promote at anytime and anywhere in the world. Therefore
no other than this movement should be the most distinguished new type of civil move-
ment in the world from now and in the near future.
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1. Introduction
The financial crisis, which began to burst
out in 2007 in the United States and is still
magnifying and spreading into the whole globe
in 2009, seems to reach one of the peaks of hu-
man folly. Under so-called well-designed finan-
cial system, how many people have lost their
fortunes including their houses in this crisis?
Under the highly developed technology, how
many workers have lost their jobs in the world?
Under the extremely affluent information, how
many citizens have lost their hopes in the fu-
ture in this human society? It seems to be im-
possible to calculate the total amount of such
losses. Not a few people begin to say that the
contemporary economic crisis is just the one ap-
pears once a hundred years. Apart from the
question that it is proper or not to regard this
crisis as since a hundred years, it is clear that
this stupidity is closely connected with the
chain of capitalist circuit.
To avoid more tragedy, we should cut off
the chain of this capitalist circuit. What is the
adequate way, then, to cut off the chain? That is
the question here.
This paper, referring the overwhelming
mass consumption by Middle Citizens in the de-
veloped countries, proposes a Strategy of the
Comprehensive Consumption Reduction among
the developed countries, and discusses some im-
portant conditions and characteristics when the
strategy is really practiced.
2. Over-piled Over-repeated Anti-human
Mechanisms of Capitalist System Today
Before discussing our topic, the World-wide
Consumption Reduction Strategy, it should be
better to stop for a while to consider about such
economic problems as financial crisis, drastic
declines of economic figures and new types of
poverty now going on. It would be clear that all
are the results of over-pursuance of contempo-
rary capitalist activities.
First of all, as for the “sub-prime mort-
gage” crash which came to light in 2007 in the
United States, it is clear that there have been
too much over-piled ill-elated behaviors of
greed. Some of them have been performed by
developers of houses, by brokers of real estates
and by financial institutions to finance for
them. But there have been another piled-up
ill-elated behaviors to the bubble econ-
omy, i.e. the leverage effect of borrowings (not
only 5 times or 10 times but sometimes 40 times
of own fund which also obtained through stock
issue), or extremely high compensation (not
only 100 times or 200 times of minimum wages
but 500 times or even over 600 times of them),
and so on. Farther more we have seen still
over-piled ill-elated behaviors assisted by
securitization and financial technologies,
i.e. devoting financial gambles which in-
clude such trading financial derivatives as
selling and buying the Collateralized Debt
Obligations (CDOs) and/or the Credit De-
fault Swaps (CDSs). We can recognize, first of
all, the recent financial crisis has brought by
these piled-up ill-elated behaviors. But we can
find that these are the only superficial happen-
ings if we investigate into the whole process to
financial crisis today.
Secondly, we can find out some strata of
excessivenesses in recent American capitalist
process. One of them is the over inclination
to the Wall-Street-biased strategy of the
United States organized in 1990s under the Bill
Clinton Administration1). This derived from the
following two results; one is the result of U.S.−
Japan conflict about foreign trade (textile at
first, then steel, then electric equipments and
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instruments, and at last automobile which the
most important and ultimate manufacturing in
this country), and another one is the lessons by
British Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher’s
Financial “Big Bang” after thorough defeat of
British industry.
But this strategy is only a result of another
over inclination, i.e. the over inclination to
Neo-liberal economic policy as a furious
repulsion against the Keynesian policy. It
came from a strong antipathy against counter-
measures to the Great Depression in 1930s and
Keynesian policies in 1960s in the United
States, and we should recognize it as extremely
intense trend in the economic policies as well as
the economic thought. The fact, that the main
stream of the Neo-liberal policies do not easily
be changed even though how many enterprises
go to bankrupt and how numerous number of
workers lose their jobs, shows the strength of
American citizens’ dislike to the Keynesian poli-
cies. The Neo-liberal policies, therefore, tends to
run away in the United States. Based on such a
situation as over-inclination to the Neo-
liberalism, the surface over-protrusion of global
money games in the Wall Street have realized.
Nevertheless, we should not miss the fact
that there lies the ultimate excessiveness of
over-inclination to the “utility value” view
of economy, i.e. a view of “money is ulti-
mate” instead of a view of “human is ulti-
mate”. We can trace up to the origin of this in-
clination up to the “utility value” theory born in
Vienna in the latter half of 19th century. Essen-
tially human being have been working and
making his/her life by cooperation each other.
Therefore everybody had been aware that hu-
man being itself and human working itself is
precious. And this is the very reason that the
“labor value” theory is established preceding be-
fore of the establishment of capitalist economy.
As the production and the exchange of com-
modities spread and as market economy pene-
trate over the society, however, the conscious-
ness of principality of human being itself or hu-
man labor itself had gradually been diminish-
ing, and on the contrary, had been expanding
that of superiority of commodities, money and
capital instead. Just at the time the “utility
value” theory was born. The “utility value” view
spread especially in the United States where
the accumulation of historical agonies and cul-
tural heritages were poor. It is not only a few
man’s movement to devote himself to join the
gold rush in the early days of this country, or
not only rich person’s behavior to thrown all his
/her money or property on gambles or specula-
tions today. Such atmosphere brought this
country to the exceeded inclination to the “util-
ity value” view.
All the economic problems today has basi-
cally spouted on the over-inclination to the
“utility value” view of economy as the bottom
stratum, and upon this stratum the over-
inclination into the Neo-liberal policies came to
appear, and finally on all of these strata the
over-inclination into the Wall-Street-biased
strategy realized2).
Thirdly, there are also more serious prob-
lems, namely the gravest issues in the economic
crisis today. They are the overproduction,
the excess capacity of production and the
overfull capital accumulation since these
several decades after WWII. Because the most
serious problems now we met are not only in
the financial crisis, but rather in the drastic de-
clines of economic figures, the abundant bank-
ruptcy of firms and enterprises, overflowed un-
employment and new types of poverty.
The newest overproduction has been cre-
ated through the consumption promotion policy
after 1990s’ recovery in the United States. The
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newly industrialized economies, especially
China has been supplying to the American de-
mands and brought world-wide overproduction.
This overproduction has been emphasized by
the multinationals’ overproduction and local
companies’ overproduction in the developing
countries assisted by multinationals’ capital
and technology. Now the very origin of these
overproductions was traced up to the Keynesian
policy to stimulate consumption in the devel-
oped countries, especially in the United States
after the WWII for fear of coming back of the
Great Depression3). The growth of consumption
would lead inevitably to the growth of produc-
tion, and this policy would cause overproduction
either earlier or later4). The ultimate cause of
grave economy today lay on the overproduction
in the developed countries, and additionally on
this overproduction, lay that of multinationals
and enterprises in the developing countries,
and father more additionally on this, the over-
production of firms in the newest industrial
countries. And it is mostly important to under-
stand that the huge amount of money
which was produced in the overproduc-
tion process and has missed any room to
multiply itself finally jump up to the global
money gamble market at last. The real
meaning of economic crisis now exists just
here.
On the whole, the total figure of contempo-
rary economic crisis is summarized up as fol-
lows ―― it is not only the results of over-piled
ill-elated behaviors of greed, not only even the
fails of policies that derived from the “utility
value” theory, but the results of overproduction
since after the WWII in the newest industrial-
ized countries and in the developing countries
as well as in the developed countries.
In order to recover from such complicated
situation, therefore, we should not back to any
type of Keynesian policies including cooperation
of nations, governmental expenditure for finan-
cial institutions as well as for giant manufac-
turers. The important thing here is no longer
than to create a new type of economic system
under the bold resolution of citizens in the de-
veloped countries to tolerate considerable diffi-
culties. Because the responsibility for the con-
temporary economic crisis to whole human be-
ing is in those who have been gaining benefits
from globalized capitalist system today. We
should advance forward to discuss more about
the issue hereafter.
3. The Middle Citizens in the Developed
Countries as the Actual Supporters of the
Capitalist Economic System
I have been advocating an understanding
that argues about the middle citizens in the
developed countries turned actually into
an important partner of the rulers on the
global economic activities in these several
decades5). On this idea, not a few discussants
have been criticizing in different ways. One of
the major criticisms is that each of the middle
citizen have just only very few stocks or assets
even if they have. Another major criticism is
that the middle citizens as a whole have not any
integrated organization available to govern
either their nation or the world. There are also
many comments emphasizing the role of mass
media that stir up consumption on the one hand
and conceal their actual poverty on the other.
What the important point of my argument
is that the middle citizens (I dare say “middle
citizens” NOT “middle class”) in the devel-
oped countries are benefited through
either well-developed market economy or
well-developed social security system. For
example, the majority of mainly white people in
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the United States works and leads his/her life
in the developed market economy and share
each other the effective market functions, not
only of commodity market or financial market
but also of labor market. I have been emphasiz-
ing that not a few of them, even though they are
in obscurity, they actually get almost any goods
and services everywhere at any time they want
through well-developed market as far as it
works well. Moreover, under well-functioned
market economy, they are actually able to get
even money relatively easily, which is neces-
sary to get goods and services, by acquiring
profitable job, if they feel necessity, through
well developed labor market. Besides, they can
evade such jobs as severe, dirty (soiled) and
dangerous works if they do not feel them com-
fortable, thinking to let such jobs to be carried
out by the lower people like immigrants from
African, Hispanic, Asian or Arabian nations.
Therefore they are able to behave as if they are
the people in the middle class like the landown-
ers or the managers of small firms. Their con-
sciousnesses are, therefore, getting by and by to
be similar, as far as the market economy works
well enough, to that of the people in the middle
class. As for the European developed countries,
the well-developed social welfare system act for
the similar role of market economy, i.e. not only
foods and materials necessary for daily life as
well as housing or education and job training
but also security networks assure relatively
agreeable life for ordinary citizens. Therefore
people’s consciousnesses gradually change from
that of working class to that of middle citizens,
too. Even though the middle citizens have not
the integrated organization to govern their
state, the well-developed market economic sys-
tem itself (in the U. S.) or the well-developed so-
cial welfare system itself (in EU countries)
seems to function actually the nation-wide gov-
erning institution like the state organization it-
self or pressure group itself if we look at the
function through as big eyes as country-wide.
There is another important point concern-
ing my argument. The huge amount of material
conditions to fill the market and/or welfare sys-
tems are always carried in from a numerous
number of developing countries into the devel-
oped countries. The fact suggests us to under-
stand that the citizens in the developed
countries, whether they belong to either
upper dominating elites’ community or
just middle citizens’ group, are benefited
by the labor force in the developing or less
developed countries. In short, this spectacle
seems as if the middle citizens as well as
upper class in the developed countries ex-
ploit the working people in the developing
countries through global system of the
market economy.
There may be another big room of contro-
versy around my argument. That is concerning
with the recent polarization of the middle citi-
zens in the developed countries. Indeed, the in-
creasing number of ruined citizens under the
neo-liberal economic policy, especially under
the financial crisis in these years, seems at a
glance to be fallen down into the lower group.
We should look out, however, that the ruined
citizens even if they have lost not only their jobs
but also their houses and sometimes their own
families, they dare to cling still to the market or
welfare systems, even partly, thanks to living
just in the developed country. Besides they can
evade such jobs as seem not pay themselves,
and let immigrants to carry them on. In spite
they have banished out from the market or wel-
fare system, they should not be regarded imme-
diately as same people as working people in the
developing or less developed countries. Because
the developed market or welfare systems, often,
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exist yet at the moment guite close to these peo-
ple in the developed society, even they are just
expelled from their developed systems. More-
over, in the United States, churches and volun-
teer groups as important complementary ele-
ment of the market system usually function to
relieve the distressed people. In European coun-
tries, unemployment insurance and other relief
systems generally work, even not so long peri-
ods, as same or more role as churches and vol-
unteer groups in the United States. In short,
the objective position of the expelled and
ruined citizens in the developed countries
is not same as that of the labor force in the
developing and less developed countries,
and we should not line up and discuss
them mixed together on the same dimen-
sion.
The important consideration here is that
the middle citizens in the developed coun-
tries play rather the role of actual support-
ers of capitalist economic system thanks
to be benefited by global market system as
well as welfare system.
4. A General Proposal for the Consumption
Reduction Policy among the Developed
Countries
Now we can learn some lessons which re-
quires for us today from the abovementioned
context. Given the Japanese case, the pursu-
ance of unsuitable high level of living stan-
dard (such living style as to consume con-
siderable kind of daily consumption goods
from all over the world) as well as unsuit-
able high level of productive capacity
(such productive forces as to be able to
supply not a few production goods for all
over the world)6) is harmful not only for the
preservation of the natural environment of the
earth as a whole but also for the preservation of
national identity of each country herself.
We should remember the fundamental rea-
son why the Indus Civilization in ancient India,
Maya Civilization in Yucatan, or Rapa Nui
(Easter Island) Civilization in Polynesia extin-
guished. All disappeared by cutting down trees
in the forests around the civilized areas, and be-
sides by historical run away beyond the capac-
ity of natural self-recovery. It was a terrible
consequence for the people there who exploited
too much of nature as they needed not only for
their daily life but for the means of their strug-
gles between peoples, tribes or classes. Unfortu-
nately or fortunately, as these civilizations were
local in the global scale, the rest of the earth re-
mained undestroyed. But we should realize the
serious fact that what is now going on is global,
and there remained nowhere humankind will
be able to survive in the future.
Considering such history and getting avail-
able idea from the Kyoto Protocol of 1997 which
agreed the reduction of global warming gasses,
I have presented a proposal that we should ar-
range another agreement for the future
generation to cut down the consumption
level especially among developed coun-
tries, and along this policy the program of
economic development with consumption-
restrained growth should be introduced
among the developing countries7).
Now, given the highly developed society
both with materially affluent consumption and
with extremely competitive market economy, it
will be the precious task not only for the govern-
ment and each business enterprise but for each
individual person in the developed countries to
reduce consumption level. It is already well
known fact that the consumption level can
hardly be lowered once it has been raised up
(“ratchet effect” by Duesenberry, J. S.). But
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Duesenberry’s find is to be only effective in the
condition there are neither inducement of gov-
ernment policy nor individual awakening and
endeavor. Each individual behavior such as
consumption styles is directly connected with
the mode of the society as a whole. Therefore
the importance of rethinking of consumption
styles should be recognized as essential for the
people’s movement as well as government pol-
icy in the developed countries. By the way as for
the developing countries, it should be recog-
nized as much more essential, too, what style of
consumption should be created for each coun-
tries hereafter.
As for the ordinary people in the developed
countries, they should recognize the mission of
themselves. Because the mission of the people
who lead fortunate life should be considered as
to contribute humankind to develop sciences,
technologies, arts and culture. Therefore, like
the European traditional ethic, “Noblesse
Oblige”, long accepted among people as well as
upper class, now the global idea of “Noblesse
Oblige” in the contemporary stage of the world
history should be proposed. Generally speak-
ing, to engage such tasks require considerably
much time and fund, i.e. those who have rela-
tively unrestricted time and those who have
relatively available fund. If there would be
some historical meanings in the age of
spreading differentials (not only among
the individuals but also among the na-
tions) about the mission of the ordinary
people who enjoy relatively fortunate life
in the developed counties, then it would be
such mission as to devote themselves to re-
lieve the rest of the world. But if the fortu-
nate people only consume too much without de-
veloping sciences, technologies, arts and cul-
ture, then they should be regarded as those who
have abandoned their proper historical mission.
5. The World-wide Comprehensive Con-
sumption Reduction Policy as the Distin-
guished Strategy for us Today
As far as the economic problems including
financial crisis today is the results of over-piled
and over-repeated anti-human mechanisms of
capitalist system, the strategy for us to over-
come the problems would be also to stop or at
least to lower the pace of capitalist circuit, i.e.
such circuit as mass production in the manufac-
turing factories in all over the world, mass trad-
ing of commodities as well as huge amount of
money, mass consumption not only by big enter-
prises but also by a great number of ordinary
people, and moreover mass dumping especially
in the developed countries. This economic sys-
tem has established as so gigantic mechanism
and looks too difficult already for the ordinary
people to stop or lower its circuit that it seems
there is no room for us to challenge it.
Now, the boycott movement against British
products led by Mahatma Gandhi, or some
other similar movements in the modern world
history, as for examples, seems to suggest us a
salvage strategy. Looking for a rout to get out of
the abovementioned highly connected economic
circuits, one might aware there remains just
one field that is both exceedingly effective and
convenient for the ordinary people. That is our
very proposal itself, i.e. the Comprehensive
Consumption Reduction Strategy, a world-
wide movement to lower the pace of consump-
tion level as a whole.
Given the citizens in the developed coun-
tries who are considered to stand on the fortu-
nate position in the contemporary world, con-
sume overwhelming major part of commodities
in the world, and still more the world economic
circuit works upon their mass consumption as
well as mass production for their consumption,
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then there might be a great meaning to cut
down the consumption of ordinary citi-
zens in the developed countries.
The world-wide Comprehensive Consump-
tion Reduction Strategy as a whole is extraordi-
nary beneficial in the following meanings. First
of all, it is effective to prevent too much ex-
ploitation of nature, i.e. not only exploitation
of raw materials and fuels, but also destruction
of atmosphere and water, mountains and
oceans, etc. It is effective, too, to prevent drastic
change of climate. Second, it is favorable for
the protection of human culture including
traditional arts and historical heritages
from its damage through too rapid proc-
esses of material civilization. It is mostly
welcomed to protect various types of life styles,
food culture, human knowledge, etc. from ho-
mogenization (for example: such American cul-
ture as coca-cola, hamburger, rock music or
jeans have destroyed various types of culture in
the world through the market economy that
penetrate every area of the globe). Third, it is
well for human life itself from overwork-
ing, overstressing, professional disease as
well as fat through materially over-
developed capitalist civilization. As Juliet
Schor suggested, the overworking has been pro-
moted as capitalist economy progressed8). It is
now advocated by not a few people that human
being should take back to “Slow Life” as people
in the ancient and medieval age usually had.
The distinguished meaning of the world-
wide Comprehensive Consumption Reduction
Strategy, however, does not limited only in the
abovementioned items. Fourth, it is rela-
tively easy way to shorten or minimize the
economic differentials between individu-
als, areas or regions, and nations, not nec-
essarily through the controlled economy
but just under the reasonable market
economy. Fifth, it is useful for the develop-
ing economies/countries to lower the goal
they have been feeling to have to catch up
with, like such extravagant goal as to
popularize cars for every citizen. Indeed,
developing countries have been worried about
continuously accelerating higher goal according
to the progress of technology and more and
more increasing expensive equipments. Our
strategy is, therefore, extraordinary friendly for
the people in the developing countries.
Still more, this strategy has farther excel-
lent merits as follows. Sixth, it is able to be
organized by just ordinary citizens, and
farther more, it is able to be begun at
whenever and wherever just they decide.
Indeed this characteristic, “whoever can
start or participate at whenever at wher-
ever”, would be the predominant point as
world-wide public movement by ordinary
citizens. Seventh, if this movement could
catch a good numbers of joiners, the real
effect will widen thanks to the number of
participants, therefore it is available even
though under the conditions either each
citizen’s cut to consume is only slight or
the strategy could not be adopted as gov-
ernment policy or could not get govern-
ment support. One of the most excellent
characteristics of this movement exists no-
where than here.
Mass consumption is quite vital for capital-
ist accumulation as the basic conditions of pro-
duction or trading commodities as well as
money. It is surely no doubt that the consump-
tion reduction is strongly harmful for capitalist
enterprises and financial institutions. The
worldwide reduction of consumption in these
several months shows the evidence clearly, too.
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6. Some Important Points for the Consump-
tion Reduction Strategy
On the Comprehensive Consumption Re-
duction Strategy, even though its progressive
meaning is quite agreeable, some unexpected
questions may happen to be proposed. Anyhow,
if one can understand the general outline, then
one should devise details what is the wiser way
to harmonize with the general outline. The
Comprehensive Consumption Reduction Strat-
egy, of course, would be available for contempo-
rary human being as far as it would be carried
out with some indispensable conditions.
In the first place, it is very important to
manage this movement not drastically to de-
stroy the economic circuit. Given the ex-
traordinary large ratio of common people’s con-
sumption affecting on the whole national econ-
omy, radical reduction of consumption will in-
evitably causes to decline of economic activities
and damage not only the corporations but also
the consumers, especially the lower group of so-
ciety. Some conflicts might inevitably accom-
pany with us during the process of practicing
this strategy. Unfortunately it may sometimes
causes even such unexpected results as working
people lose their jobs and/or some small busi-
ness persons drive their company to bankruptcy
affected somewhat decline of mass consump-
tion. So we have to make up our mind to con-
front with such problems. As plenty of events in
the world history suggest us, to revolutionize
the world is almost always very hard work for
the people. Therefore it would be desirable that
such low intensive strategies as not so de-
structive for lower income groups and
small businesses as to be damaged by our
movement. Needless to say, it would be also
desirable that such low intensive policies as
not cut off violently the economic growth
in the developing countries. It would be
greatly important, too, to reserve the room
where some concerned person can adjust
the inconsistency. Even though the pace of
consumption reduction seems to go on too
slowly, the movement must be put forward
steadily.
Secondly, it is very important to cut down
the consumption level especially among the
developed countries in advance. As we dis-
cussed above, almost all responsibility of de-
structive activities for nature, society and hu-
man life itself must owe the peoples as well as
political and business leaders and media in the
developed countries, because they themselves
have been and are now benefited from such
world system as capitalist market economy. If
one can recognize it, it would just be required
that not only the leaders but also ordinary
citizens living in the developed societies
would pay off their responsibility first in
the process of realizing our strategy. Refer-
able good example here is the Kyoto Protocol of
1997 that arranged the reduction of discharge
for carbonic acid and some other gasses, i.e. the
reduction of 8 percent of such gasses for EU, 7
percent for the United States, and6 percent for
Japan. Just like that, the reduction policy of a
certain percent of consumption should be ar-
ranged among the developed nations in the
near future, and along this policy the project of
economic development with consumption-
restrained growth should be introduced for the
developing countries. By the way, such trading
business as emission trading recognized in
Kyoto Protocol should never be accepted in the
international agreement of us, because our
proposition for consumption reduction would be
expected, too, a project for reducing national in-
comes. It would be strictly rejected, of course,
that the working and people’s daily living condi-
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tions in the developing countries are fallen sac-
rifice to this project, even if it seems easy way to
approach to our goal. As for the detailed investi-
gations into the various ways how to reduce
comprehensive consumption, a large number of
unexpected effects of citizen’s consumption re-
duction and the counter-effects of this measure,
all will be big tasks for us from now on.
Thirdly, as we can understand easily to
look at what is going on now in the economic
field, it is very much remarkably important,
too, that the Comprehensive Consumption
Reduction Strategy should be connected
with the control policy against financial
institutions, of course, including various
types of investment “Funds” or hedge
“Funds” as well as governmental “Funds”.
Besides, this control would be only effective
as far as it would be practiced global. As we
discussed above, the money thrown into finan-
cial gambles today has derived from excess
capital which is the very product of over capac-
ity of production. We should recognize the fact
that the amount of money daily invested and
withdrawn in the speculation is now as huge as
one hundred times of the money in the real
economy. Therefore it might surely be certain
that the excessive money come out from our
strategy might have strong probability to put
into financial games, unless restricted and con-
trolled severely. As the amount of excessive
money is already extraordinary huge, the con-
trol against financial institutions is definitely
vital as far as we expect to restrict and control
such excessive money to be thrown as resource
for more financial gambles and farther to run
away. Moreover, as recent news say, not a few
“hedge funds” survive and continue their busi-
nesses thanks to governmental relief subsidy
even though only after one year since the
Lehman Brothers’ bankruptcy shock in 2008.
Considering such vitality as revive in only short
period and such energy as move and act every-
where in the world, the task to control financial
institutions will be one of the most important
tasks to lead our strategy to succeed.
Finally, it is exceedingly vital for this
strategy, too, to oppose any types of wars,
invasions, military conflicts and also pro-
duction of weapons whereas there are any
reasons to attack enemies. No one might be able
to deny the stupid meaning to promote wars or
local conflicts as well as accumulation of weap-
ons if one would remember the process to over-
come the 1930s’ Great Depression. As well
known, the Great Depression was got over nei-
ther through the New Deal measures nor con-
structing “bloc” but a new enormous World
War. The fact suggests us how new war and/or
mass consumption of weapons, i.e. such exter-
nal factor for the economy as warfare, are deci-
sive to get over the economic problems. In or-
der not to allow the “way out” to make and
consume weapons for any kind of warfare
instead of mass consumption by ordinary
people, it will be essential to oppose any
kind of warfare.
Generally speaking, the Comprehensive
Consumption Reduction Movement must have,
unexpectedly, distinguished characteristics as a
new type of people’s wide range movement, i.e.
it will inevitably accompany with the over-all
restriction and control movement against finan-
cial institutions on the one hand, and with wide
spread peace and anti-war movement on the
other. Needless to say, the task for the over-
all restriction and control against finan-
cial institutions is the recent urgent world
-wide task, and the task for peace and anti-
war has been and still now is the ultimate
world-wide task of humankind. In this
meaning that it contains both of urgent and ul-
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timate tasks in it, this movement has the dis-
tinguished characteristics as the move-
ment that revolutionize the world eco-
nomic system since capitalist economy be-
gan. Besides, as this movement of Comprehen-
sive Consumption Reduction will have to be
practiced mainly by the wide range people’s
movement, and anybody can start, join and
promote at anytime and anywhere in the
world. Therefore no other than this movement
will be the most essential new movement for
citizens in the world from now and in the near
future. By the way, it is also one of the excel-
lent ways of development of the Kyoto Pro-
tocol of 1997.
7. Conclusion
In order to recover from current compli-
cated situation both in economic problems like
current over-all crisis and political (rather mili-
tary) problems like Iraqi and Afghan war af-
fairs, we should not back to any type of old fash-
ioned answers like Keynesian policies as well as
to resort to more military attacks. The only
available way here is no longer than to stop to
consider for a while and try to cut off the chain
of capitalist circuit. What is the most excellent
available way in this situation? This has been
our topic.
The Comprehensive Consumption Reduc-
tion Movement seems one of the most distin-
guished answers for our question. It is benefi-
cial for the preservation of nature, culture and
human life itself. It is beneficial, too, not only
for minimize the spreading differentials among
people, areas and nations, but lower the goal
the developing countries must challenge. It is
also beneficial for any person to start, join and
promote at anytime and anywhere in the world,
because this movement will have to be practiced
mainly by the wide range people’s movement.
Still more it is effective enough by only slight
reduction of each person’s everyday’s effort, if
this movement catch a good numbers of joiners,
and effective enough, too, even though this
movement hardly supported by government.
Thus, this movement is considered to be one of
the most prominent ways to revolutionize the
modern world.
Besides, the Comprehensive Consumption
Reduction Movement must have, unexpectedly,
distinguished characteristics as a new type of
people’s wide range movement. Because it will
inevitably accompany with the over-all restric-
tion and control movement against financial in-
stitutions, i.e. the urgent task of humankind,
and with wide spread peace and anti-war move-
ment, i.e. the ultimate task of humankind.
Therefore this movement is considered, too, to
be the most distinguished new type of civil
movement in the world from now and in the
near future.
The Comprehensive Consumption Reduc-
tion Movement is effective not only for overcom-
ing current economic crisis, yet only for getting
the desirable future for humankind, but also for
succeeding properly the Kyoto Protocol of 1997.
Notes
１）These economic problems, especially the fi-
nancial crashes, are originated directly
from the Wall-Street-biased economic pol-
icy in the United States since 1990s. Such
policy as orientated the United States to be
a Financial State was established under
the Secretaries of the U. S. Treasury, Law-
rence Summers and, especially, Robert Ru-
bin. This Democrat Secretary, who is more
republican than any other Republican po-
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litical leaders, evacuated the obstacles be-
tween banks and securities firms, and re-
moved thoroughly the regulations for finan-
cial trades in the Wall Street, and thus ar-
ranged the comfortable environment for the
investors/speculators. This is the very
starting line of the consumption enlarge-
ment policy under the next Bush Admini-
stration, especially the housing policy (“pri-
vate home for everyone” policy, as the per-
fection of individual consumption), and ac-
tually this opened the way to financial “run
away”. Excessive money which lost suitable
targets to invest not only in Europe but
also in emerging economies like China and
India had concentrated into the Wall
Street, and appeared world-wide money cir-
cuit. The financial crisis today is an inevi-
table result of U. S. government strategy
that bet all economic matters on finance af-
ter giving up manufacturing.
２）Though we can point out the origin of the
financial crisis today on the over-
inclination into the Neo-liberal policies
since around 1980 as well as on the Wall-
Street biased strategy since 1990s, it would
be true to say that these over inclinations
could not stand and rise up by themselves.
A more fundamental factor should be con-
sidered for this issue. We can find the ulti-
mate origin of such policies in the idea of
the “utility value” view of economics in 19th
century. This economic view itself should
be fully discussed especially in this phase of
economic crisis. It is because that some in-
fluential schools derived from this view, i.e.
the Neo-classical theory at first, then the
Keynesian Theory as a denial of the Neo-
classical, and finally the Neo-liberal Theory
as one more denial of the Keynesian. Even
though each theory has born as a denial of
the former, every theory stands on the
same basis, i.e. each school was designed
along with capitalist mode of accumulation.
These schools especially the newest Neo-
liberal should be considered as it owes the
responsibility for the economic crisis today.
As for the origin of “labor value” theory
by William Petty, see Baba, Hiroji [2005],
especially Chapters 11 and 12.
３）The growth of world GDP during 1950−99
was about 6 times (from $5,336.1 billion to
$33,725.6 billion). East Asian newly indus-
trialized economies (so-called four dragons)
during 1973−1998 grew up nearly 3.6 times
in only a quarter of a century, but China
performed more drastic result, i.e. more
than 1.8 times only during 1990−99. All
these rapid growth of productions brought
overproduction today. (Source:Angus Madi-
son, The World Economy: A Millennial Per-
spective, Development Center of the Or-
ganization for Economic Co-operation and
Development, OECD, 2001, Tables A3−b,
A−3e, B−18, B−19, C−3b)
４）The principal origin of contemporary de-
pression is, no doubt, a result of over-
inclination to the expanding reproduction
since the end of WWII. After Keynesian
policy was taken to be a President’s Eco-
nomics in the United States, mass con-
sumption turned into a virtue instead of a
vice. And under this point of economic view,
mass production, mass sale, mass con-
sumption, and mass dumping in these sev-
eral decades have been regarded as normal
activities for contemporary economic life.
Moreover under this expansionist point of
view, the pursuance for more money and/or
more profit turned to be normal activities
for contemporary economic life, too. Far-
ther more, it turned into normal that every
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economic problems, if happened, have to be
solved by expansion of economic pie.
５）Investigating the cases in the capitalist de-
veloped countries, we can find the fact that
the materially wealthy lives of ordinary
people as well as the activities of huge in-
dustrial and financial corporations let the
developed countries become to be the actual
rulers or the actual subordinate rulers of
human-being on the earth today. Moreover,
as shown in the section 4 on this paper, the
pursuance of unsuitable high level of living
standard as well as unsuitable high level of
productive capacity is not only harmful to
preserve nature but problematic to keep
normal national identity.
As for the United States, not only the
political readers, business leaders and in-
fluential mass media, the “middle citizens”
in this country, too, are now actually domi-
nating (or at least supporters of) the con-
temporary world economic and political
systems and culture. The number of middle
citizens is only less than three percent of
world’s population, but have been enjoying
high and increasing levels of material well−
being, under the cooperation with subordi-
nate partners such as Western European
and Japanese middle citizens, and they
also are increasingly wasting natural re-
sources, disrupting the natural environ-
ment and exacerbating poverty among peo-
ple in underdeveloped countries. They are
really getting mountainous benefits from
all over the world in double meanings: get-
ting products and resources on the one
hand, and getting money flow as the for-
eign investment into the U. S. (especially
U. S. Treasury Bonds), etc. on the other.
This situation might be exceedingly fortu-
nate. Therefore they tend to be conserva-
tive, and father more they tend to be chau-
vinistic to protect such fortunate situ-
ations, when their individual and/or na-
tional identities are attacked by unex-
pected threats.
As for the Japanese case, people as
well as business enterprises rely too much
upon the imports not only to continue the
business activities but also to sustain eve-
ryday’s high standard of living of the peo-
ple, and upon the exports, too, to get money
to buy everything from raw materials for
the industry to daily consumption goods for
the people. Just exactly this situation
forces Japan not to be able to refuse the in-
tolerable U. S. requests. (As for the total
discussion, see Setooka Hiroshi [2004],
[2005a], and[2007])
６）Today, the Japanese standard of living
which shows up never disadvantageously
in comparison with that of European and
U. S. citizens is built up on the abundant
imported materials. For example, Japan is
the greatest grain importer in the world.
According to 2004 data, while Japan can
supply herself with 95% of her rice, she im-
ports 99% of corn, 97% of soybean, 86% of
wheat, and imports 72% of her total grain.
Tofu, nattoh, miso (soy-bean paste) and
shoyu (soy, soy-sauce) are known as typical
Japanese foods and seasonings, but most of
their materials are imported, especially
from the United States.
Japan is one of the greatest consuming
countries of marine products. She imported
3,343,000 tons of sea products in 2005 from
more than 70 countries including such At-
lantic countries as Norway, Iceland, Mo-
rocco, South Africa, Argentina, etc. Tuna is
the mostly essential material for sushi (one
of the most typical and traditional Japa-
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nese foods), but 60% of tuna is imported in
2005 from more than 50 countries. Particu-
larly 90% of lobster consumed in Japan is
imported, amount to 233,000 tons in 2005,
mainly from Asian developing countries.
Lobster is the most expensive sea food
among all marine products that Japan im-
ports.
Japan cannot supply herself with the
fuels necessary for normal life as well as for
industry. In particular, 99.7% of crude oil,
about 100% of coal and nearly 99% of natu-
ral gas are imported. (ref . Setooka Hiroshi
[2005a], pp. 8−9)
７）About my original proposal, see Setooka
Hiroshi [2007].
８）Juliet B. Schor: The Overworked American:
The Unexpected Decline of Leisure, New
York, Basic Books, 1992.
Also see, Juliet B. Schor: The Over-
spent American: Why We Want What We
Don’t Need , New York, Basic Books, 1998.
Jill Andresky Fraser: White-Collar
Sweatshop: The Deterioration of Work and
its Reward in Corporate America, W. W.
Norton & Company, Inc., New York, 2001
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地球規模での消費削減政策
―現下の経済的政治的諸問題にたいする総合戦略として―
瀬戸岡 紘
大妻女子大学社会情報学部
要 約
金融危機をふくむ現下の経済恐慌は、過剰蓄積循環に多彩な要因がくわわって生じた。こ
の循環を超克していくためには、効用価値説に基礎をおくすべての経済学の批判とともに、
地球規模での資本蓄積から比較的利益を得てきた先進国中上流市民の立場も再検討されてよ
い。先進国市民が消費削減をおこなえば自然・文化・人間の擁護に有益であるばかりか、そ
の運動が金融規制や反軍拡の要求と結合せざるをえないため、意義は絶大である。
本稿は、２００９年５月、パリで開催された「世界政治経済学会」（The World Association for Politi-
cal Economy）の年次大会で筆者が報告した原稿に加筆・修正したものである。
（２００９年８月）
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